PinkCoin CryptoBill Instructions:
1.

If you would like to send PinkCoin to your Crypto Bill before giving it, scan the public key QR code
with a wallet application. Then, send the desired amount of PinkCoin to the associated public key.

2.

Give this gift of crypto just like you would give cash, and it’s ready to use.

3.

Leave the Private Key QR Code covered for now, and download the free app “Coinomi Wallet”
from the App Store.

4.

Once Coinomi has been downloaded, open it, and select “Create New Wallet”

5.

Write down the passphrase that the app has generated, preferably on a piece of paper for
maximum security. Once you have written it down, select the “I have safely stored my recovery
phrase” option. Then, click next from the top right corner.

6.

The app will now ask you to confirm your recovery phrase by selecting the words from a randomly
placed words. Proceed by selecting each sequential word found in your recovery phrase from the
group. Once you have finished, click next in the top right corner.

7.

You will now be asked to set your password. It is recommended that you choose a strong, long
password, and only store it on a physical piece of paper stored in a secure location (like a safe) for
maximum security. When you are done, click next from the top right corner.

8.

You will now be presented with a list of coins that you can select to use in your wallet. If you would
like to use some other cryptocurrencies, you can select those. Otherwise, scroll down and select
“PinkCoin”. It will highlight your choices in grey. When you are done, click next from the top right
corner.

9.

You will be greeted by a Terms of Service agreement. Read it, then click accept.

10. Now we will be uncover the private key and transfer any funds you sent to the Crypto Bill into
Coinomi, where you will be able to send or receive additional PINK in the future and conveniently
check the price. Simply scratch oﬀ the holographic sticker covering the “PRIVATE KEY” QR code
with a coin or other small, hard object. Make sure you keep the private key hidden from preying
eyes - a bad actor with access to your private key has access to your funds.
11. Return to Coinomi and click the three small dots in the top right corner of your screen. Then,
select “Sweep wallet”. Select the “Scan QR Code” option, and allow the app to access your
camera. When the camera has opened, scan the left side of your PinkCoin CryptoBill, the
“PRIVATE KEY” QR code, that you uncovered in Step 10. Then, select the “Sweep” button at the
bottom of your screen. The app will display your PinkCoin balance, and ask you to confirm the
transaction. Please note that a small transaction fee will be incurred.
12. Once the transfer has been completed, please keep your CryptoBill in a secure location,
preferably a safe. A bad actor with access to your private key has access to your funds.
13. Please note that your balance will show up only after the transaction has been confirmed; this may
take as short as 30 seconds all the way up to 30 minutes.
14. Most important step. HOLD ON TO YOUR PINKCOIN.
Optional:
Private Key:
Notes:

